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California ISO launches redesign of ISO Today mobile app
Users can track renewable energy usage, emissions, and local electricity prices

FOLSOM, Calif. – The California Independent System Operator (ISO) unveiled a major
overhaul to its popular ISO Today mobile application, making it even easier for users to
tap into comprehensive and dynamic energy data at their fingertips.
Mirroring recent upgrades on the ISO Today’s Outlook webpage, the redesigned app
brings an improved user interface and enhanced visual design to mobile devices. The
app already has logged more than 30,000 downloads, giving users valuable insight into
power grid and energy market conditions.
ISO Today users can now see at-a-glance grid status; historical trends; available
capacity compared to demand and forecasted peak; and renewable energy amounts,
including solar and wind production.
The app now features a new section to track emissions based on resources serving
demand, as well as CO2 trends by day and resource type.
The energy price map has been improved to allow for filtering locational marginal prices
using the slider on the map page.
“The update to the ISO Today mobile app represents our commitment to enhancing the
customer experience and providing operations and market transparency,” said Steve
Berberich, ISO President and CEO. “The improved features give users a convenient
and more efficient way to track energy data and trends on their mobile devices.”
The app also offers streamlined monitoring of ISO information and activities with its new
Daily Briefing page summarizing the day’s market notices. Users will continue to be able
to add ISO meetings and events to calendars.
ISO Today now also gives users instant access to grid system notifications, including
warnings, grid emergencies or a Flex Alert to inform them when energy conservation is
needed during tight supply times.
The new ISO Today mobile app can be downloaded from the App Store or from Google
Play. Current users are encouraged to update to the new app.
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Thanks for re-posting!
The California ISO provides open and non-discriminatory access to one of the largest power grids in the world. The vast network of
high-voltage transmission power lines is supported by a competitive energy market and comprehensive grid planning. Partnering with about a
hundred clients, the nonprofit public benefit corporation is dedicated to the continual development and reliable operation of a modern grid that
operates for the benefit of consumers. Recognizing the importance of the global climate challenge, the ISO is at the forefront of integrating
renewable power and advanced technologies that will help meet a sustainable energy future efficiently and cleanly.

